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JlBox—A fast mixed-phase atmospheric chemistry model with adjoint sensitivity analysis
Langwen Huang 10236233
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Simulation type, Mechanism Simulation Scale

#states #eqns Simulation Period

Gas kinetics, APINENE 305 836 10800s

Gas kinetics, test 1603 4636 10800s

Gas kinetics, mixed_test 5832 16701 10800s

Mixed, APINENE 2801 836 3600s

Adjoint of SOA mass, APINENE 836 N/A 3600s0 200 400 600 800 1000

Gas kinetics, APINENE

Gas kinetics, test
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Mixed, APINENE

Adjoint of SOA mass, APINENE

Simulation Time (s)JlBox PyBox

dSOA (ug/m3)

APINENE + O3 = APINOOA 0.15737929

APINENE + O3 = APINOOB 0.03226446

APINOOB = C96O2 + OH + CO 0.00626905

APINOOB = APINBOO -0.0062691

APINOOA = C109O2 + OH 0.00585798

APINOOA = C107O2 + OH -0.005858

C107O2 = C107OH 0.00530192

APINENE + OH = APINBO2 0.00515507

APINAO2 = APINBOH 0.00508222

APINENE + OH = APINCO2 -0.0046075
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: Evaluated recurrently during solving the ODE

: Generated by automatic differentiation

: Processes to be evaluated

: Data

Forward Model

Adjoint Model

Accuracy Performance

Top 10 sensitivities of secondary organic 
aerosol (SOA) mass under 1% change of 
rate coefficients of each gas reactions
using the mixed-phase simulation of the 
MCM APINENE mechanism

• A finite-difference test for the first equation gives a 
dSOA of 0.086 ug/m3.

• The order of sensitivities follows the order that 
alpha-pinene flows into its oxides.

• Competing reactions generally have the same 
magnitude of sensitivities but differ in signs.

• The previous observation could be explained by their 
different abilities to produce SOA mass.

• The competing reactions between alpha-pinene and 
ozone don’t follow such relationship: they both have 
positive sensitivities and have a ratio of 5:1.

• A possible explanation is: APINOOA and APINOOB can 
both produce SOA, and the first reaction produces 
more SOA than the second one. When the rate 
coefficient of the second reaction is increased a bit, 
the decrease of SOA due to less APINOOA does not 
offset the increase of SOA due to more APINOOB, 
which leads to a smaller but still positive sensitivity 
of SOA.

• We need a fast mixed-phase atmospheric chemistry model to 
resolve more complex mechanisms and processes.

• We need adjoint sensitivity analysis for figuring out importance of 
parameters and for data assimilations.

• The new JlBox model can satisfy both needs while having almost 
identical outputs as existing model PyBox.

• A test run of adjoint sensitivity analysis is performed on 
secondary organic aerosol (SOA) mass w.r.t. rate coefficients of 
gas phase reactions.

Out of memory error

Not implemented

Relative differences below 1e-3

• Automatic differentiation provides free Jacobian matrices for 
performing (local) sensitivity analysis and accelerating implicit 
ODE solvers.

• Sparse matrix operations for gas kinetics enables JlBox to 
perform simulations on large scale mechanisms.

• JlBox is 100% faster than PyBox in mixed-phase simulations while 
producing results with relative differences below 1e-3.

• JlBox has much less memory consumption and much shorter 
compiling time for gas kinetics simulations compared to PyBox.

• The running time of the adjoint sensitivity analysis is generally 
around the magnitude of forward model’s simulation time.

• The order of SOA mass sensitivities relates to the propagation 
order of turning initial compound into its products.

• The opposite-sign relationship between sensitivities of competing 
reactions can be explained by their abilities of producing SOA.


